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Abstract: Feature recognition of English clauses is a basic problem of syntactic analysis. It 

is the basis of English-Chinese machine translation. A feature recognition method of 

English clauses based on particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed. This paper 

analyzes the characteristics of English clauses, delimits the boundary of clauses, and 

follows the current optimal particle in the solution space to search the best position through 

the cooperation and information sharing between particle swarm individuals. The feature 

set is selected, the crossover and mutation idea of genetic algorithm is introduced, and the 

crossover operation is carried out to complete the feature recognition of English clauses. 

The experimental results show that when the threshold P is 50, the recognition accuracy of 

this algorithm is consistent with that when p is 100, and the recognition accuracy is 93.45%. 

The accuracy of particle swarm optimization algorithm for English clause feature 

recognition is high, which remains at about 90%. Compared with the two literature 

methods, the convergence performance of particle swarm optimization algorithm is better. 

1. Introduction 

A clause is a grammatical unit that contains at least one subject and predicate and expresses a 

point of view [1]. Clause recognition refers to the process of marking the level of clauses according 

to their grammatical structure. It belongs to the category of shallow syntactic analysis. Shallow 

layer the main task of syntactic analysis is the recognition and analysis of chunks, which simplifies 

the task of syntactic analysis to some extent. 

It is also the basis for further analysis of sentences [2]. In natural language processing, syntactic 

analysis research mostly focuses on single sentences and has achieved great success [3-4]. Consider 

simplifying complex sentences before parsing them. For sentences with clauses. This simplified 

process can be realized by identifying English clauses first. Then analyze the subject sentence and 

clause respectively. The purpose of clause recognition is to reduce the complexity of in-depth 

analysis of sentences by defining the boundary of clauses. 

Psycholinguists have found that when reading a sentence, people always find the boundary of the 

clause before dealing with the long sentence, and cut the long sentence into several sub sentence 

blocks for understanding respectively. This inspires researchers whether they can first divide the 

sentences of the source language into several sub sentences and simplify the sentence pattern of the 

source sentence in natural language processing, which is conducive to in-depth analysis. For the 

recognition of English clauses, researchers at home and abroad have put forward some research 
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methods. Some researchers have proposed using machine learning algorithm to determine the 

boundary of clauses in text [5]. Some researchers use hidden Markov model to identify the 

boundary of clauses. Some researchers use the connectives of clauses and other functional words to 

establish a dictionary or grammar rule library to segment long sentences; or based on corpus, using 

part of speech information, combining rules and statistics to identify the boundary of clauses. 

From the perspective of machine learning, literature [6] introduces multiple features to improve 

the lack of information caused by Chinese small data sets. In addition, this study decomposes the 

character recognition problem into question and answer text matching problem, answer text 

implication problem and standard answer text implication problem, and continues to train on the 

short text score data set. The final result has some improvement, which proves the usability of the 

mechanism designed in this paper. Literature [7] proposed an ancient recognition neural network 

method based on multi-level convolution to help artists imagine the appearance of this ancient 

painting after restoration. If analysis is introduced to match the map by adding missing regions and 

nearest neighbor pixels to enhance the rough estimation of the complete image. Domain specific 

pyramid networks are used to capture various spatial context quantities. Reference [8] proposed the 

introduction of TM with integer weighting clause, i.e. integer weighting TM (IWTM), which solves 

the accuracy interpretation challenge in machine learning. The purpose is to improve the 

interpretability of TM by reducing the number of terms required for competitive performance. 

IWTM achieves this through weighted clauses so that a single clause can replace multiple repeated 

clauses. Since each TM clause is adaptively formed by tsetlin automata (TA) team, identifying 

effective weights has become a challenging online learning problem. This problem is solved by 

using another kind of automata to extend each TA team: Online random search (SSL) automata. 

In this paper, an English clause feature recognition method based on the particle swarm 

optimization algorithm is proposed, which can effectively increase the diversity of the population 

by crossover and mutation of particles.  

2. An analysis of the characteristics of English clauses 

In terms of composition, compound sentences can be divided into the following two types: 

(1) Connect the clause with the main sentence with connectives (in some cases, connectives can 

be omitted). 

If you're not good at figures, (clause) it is pointless to apply for a job in a bank (main sentence). 

(2) Use verb infinitives or participle structures, which form part of a compound sentence rather 

than a simple sentence. 

To get into university you have to pass a number of examinations. 

Here, the second case is treated as a general phrase, mainly considering the recognition of 

clauses in the first case. 

The identification of English clauses in this paper is mainly the delimitation of the boundary of 

clauses [9]. 

This paper is based on Penn tree bank corpus, which is an English corpus with various levels of 

annotation, such as part of speech level, phrase level, clause level and so on. 21115 clauses are 

extracted, including 4936 recursive clauses. By analyzing the structure of these sentences, it is 

found that the composition of clauses, whether recursive or non-recursive, can be divided into the 

following three cases: 

(1) Guided by certain functional words, these functional words include who, which, when and 

other wh words, conjunctions such as before, after, if and so on: 

(2) Special verbs are followed by object clauses, such as say, think, etc. many adjectives 

describing personal feelings (such as afraid, glad, etc.) or adjectives expressing certainty (such as 
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certain, sure, etc.) are followed by clauses [10]; 

(3) Special sentence structure, if a predicate verb is preceded by two consecutive BNPs (basic 

noun phrases), the predicate verb is most likely a clause verb, or if the two predicate verbs are 

together, one of them must belong to a clause verb. 

Statistics show that the first category accounts for a large proportion, about 75%, and the third 

category of clauses accounts for a small proportion, only 710. According to the statistics of the 

training corpus, the priority of these three clear situations is decreasing. At the same time, in each 

case, they are arranged according to the probability from large to small. For example, the priority of 

wh word is higher than that of other conjunctions. In this way, in a complex sentence, if the above 

situations occur comprehensively, it can be determined according to the priority [11]. In the 

recognition of the beginning of a clause, it is processed separately according to the different 

situations of the clause. Through the analysis of the clause in the corpus, it can be concluded that 

the position of the end of the clause is related to the following factors: the position of the clause in 

the sentence, the relationship between the clause and the main sentence, the position of the 

predicate verb of the clause in the sentence, as well as some punctuation marks, and so on. When 

recognizing the end of a sentence, process it according to the above information. 

3. Feature recognition of English clauses based on particle swarm optimization 

3.1 Basic principle of particle swarm optimization algorithm 

When each element in Y  is given an optimized weight[12], we can not only retain the number 

of features we need, but also highlight the role of useful elements in the features. Therefore, the 

particle dimension is equal to the feature dimension. Randomly initialize each particle of particle 

swarm Z  (particle swarm size N ), set the initial position of the i  particle as 

 1 2, ,..., ( )i i i imZ Z Z Z i N 
 and the particle dimension as m . The speed is 

 1 2, ,..., ,1i i i imV V V V i N  
. In order to prevent the target from crossing the boundary, premature 

or falling into local minimization, the position and velocity range of particles are limited 

0.5 0.5,1 1ij ijZ V    
. The fitness function of the i  particle is given by the following formula: 
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                                 (1) 

Among them 

 1 2, ,..., , (1 )i i i i i Ny Z Y y y y N                            (2) 

Equation (1) is used as the fitness function because when each feature is multiplied by the 

corresponding optimization coefficient, the position with the smallest function value is the most 

optimal position [13]. At this time, the correlation between each one-dimensional feature is the 

smallest and the discrimination between classes is the largest. At the same time, the function is a 

Gaussian function, which can reduce the absolute value of the result and improve the recognition 

efficiency. 

For the i  particle, after calculating the fitness function value in the t  cycle, compare its fitness 

function value with its original historical optimal position ( )Pbest i . If it is better, update ( )Pbest i  

with the latest 
( )iZ t

, and then compare it with the global optimal position Gbest . If it is better, 
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take it as the current Gbest . After each comparison, use equations (3) and (4) to update the position 

and speed. 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))

( 1) ( ) ( 1)

ij ij ij ij

ij ij ij

v t wv t r Pbest x t r Gbest x t

x t x t v t

      

   
                (3) 

( 1) ( ) ( 1)ij ij ijx t x t v t                                (4) 

( 1)ijv t 
 indicates that the velocity of the i  particle is the j dimensional element in the 1t   

iteration, and 
( 1)ijx t 

 indicates that the position of the i  particle is the j dimensional element in 

the 1t   iteration; w  is called inertia weight, 1 2
 is two normal numbers, called learning factor, 

and 1 2,r r
 is two uniform random numbers between [0,1], [14]. 

When the iteration termination conditions are met, the iteration process is ended. Experiments 

show that the number of iterations of termination condition selection reaches the predetermined 

number, and the recognition result is better. The final Gbest  is the optimal solution 
* * * *

1 2[ , ,..., ]mZ Z Z Z
. 

3.2 Feature constraints of clause recognition 

In Clause feature recognition, the selection of feature set is a very important problem. The 

following will introduce the features used in Clause recognition. 

Generally speaking, the features of sentence beginning recognition are divided into two 

categories: lexical features and sentence features. The lexical features adopt the sliding window 

method to obtain three types of features: word, part of speech tagging and phrase tagging. Second, 

sentence features can be divided into five aspects: sentence structure, function word information, 

verb information, punctuation information and special circumstances. 

(1) Sentence structure 

① Whether the current position is the beginning of a sentence is a feature; 

② The part of speech string and phrase string of the left and right parts of the sentence are 

extracted, and only verb phrases, commas and related words are concerned in the phrase string 

[15-16]. 

(2) Functional word information 

① When the current word is if / that / what / who / where / when / why / who / how / while, the 

feature is obtained by labeling the category with the word; 

② When the current word is which, check whether its previous word is at / in / on, etc., and get 

the feature combined with its annotation category. 

(3) Verb information 

Taking the current word as the boundary, take the number of VPS in the left and right parts of the 

sentence (including the case where the number is zero) as a feature. 

(4) Punctuation information 

① If there is only one comma in the sentence, it can be divided into the whole sentence; If there 

are multiple commas in the whole sentence, take whether there is VP between commas as a feature 

information [17-18]; 

② When the current word is a colon or quotation mark, take the annotation of the word itself 

and the following word as a feature. 
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(5) Special circumstances 

① When the current word is and or or, take whether there is VP around it as a feature; 

② When the prototype of the current word is say, the word itself constitutes a feature with its 

annotation category. 

The features used for sentence beginning and sentence end recognition are basically the same, 

only the latter also uses the estimation results of the former as a class of features. 

For the annotation of complete clauses, this paper mainly follows Xavier's idea. First, judge 

whether the predicted clause head position is multiple clauses, then find out the possible clause 

candidate set for the starting position of each possible clause, and finally get the most appropriate 

clause annotation from the scoring function. In this part, in addition to the previously used features, 

the prediction results of the previous two steps are also introduced as known information. The 

phrase string features from the prediction start boundary to each prediction end position are added 

to the sentence features. 

After feature selection, they need to be coded [19-20], and the features are represented by binary 

functions in Clause feature recognition: 

1 if ( ) 1
( , ) 1

0 else
j

a S and h b
f a b j k

 
  


                  (5) 

Here, a  represents category, b  represents environment information, and function ( )h b

represents predicate. A feature consists of category and predicate. The value of the predicate is 1 / 0. 

In use, only those features whose value is equal to 1 are selected, that is, those features that only 

appear in training. 

3.3 Recognition of English clause features by particle swarm optimization 

In order to overcome the problem that the population can easily fall into local extremum, the 

crossover and mutation ideas of genetic algorithm are introduced. Before the end of each iteration, 

the particles in the population cross operate with a probability of 0.5 to generate a new generation of 

particles. After the crossover operation is completed, select those particles whose fitness value is 

worse than the average fitness value of the population [21-22], and mutate them. The variation 

process is as follows: 

,

,

i m

r

i

x rand p
m

x otherwise

 
 


                         (6) 

Where mp
 is the variation probability. rand  is a random number uniformly distributed on 

[0,1].  In the late iteration of the algorithm, because the diversity of the population is enriched, the 

population can be prevented from falling into local extremum. 

The feature recognition of English clauses based on particle swarm optimization algorithm is as 

follows: 

1) Initialization of particles: all N  training samples are numbered, and each training sample 

corresponds to a number in 1 N  and does not repeat each other [23]. Let the number of particles 

be l, take one particle randomly from N  training samples, take the number of this training sample 

as the English clause feature 
( 1,2,..., )lx l L

 of the particle, and initialize the particle speed to be 

equal to 0 

2) Initialize particle fitness value: for particle l , according to the English clause feature lx
 of 
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the particle, the sample corresponding to particle l  can be uniquely found in N  training samples 

[24]. The correlation coefficient between the training sample and the test sample is recorded as id
, 

then id
 can be used as the fitness value of particle l , that is: 

( ) , 1,2,...,i lf x d l L                               (7) 

Repeat step 2 for all particles to obtain the initial fitness value. 

3) Initialize individual optimal English clause features and global optimal English clause features: 

the initial individual optimal English clause features of each particle are the initial English clause 

features of the particle, namely: 

, 1,2,...,ld lp x l L                                (8) 

The fitness value corresponding to the initial optimal English clause feature is the initial fitness 

value of the particle. For the particle with the largest initial fitness value, the English clause is 

characterized by the initial global optimal solution; 

4) Update the speed of each particle and the characteristics of English clauses ; 

5) Update the fitness value of each particle: method synchronization step 2; 

6) Update the individual optimal English clause features and global optimal English clause 

features: for particle l , Set 
( 1)lx t 

 as the updated English clause features, then update the 

individual optimal English clause features and individual optimal fitness values. 

7) The global optimal English clause feature and its fitness are worth updating. It is not only for 

a particle, but also needs to traverse the whole population. 

8) Termination conditions: there are two main cases of iterative termination conditions: one is to 

find a good enough solution; Second, the loop reaches the maximum number of iteration steps. For 

the first case, this paper defines two termination conditions: 

a. ( )gdf p S                                 (9) 

Among them, gdP
 represents the global optimal fitness value, and S  is usually set to a value 

of 0.0-1.00. At this time, it is considered that particle swarm optimization algorithm can search the 

optimal English clause characteristics of particles. 

b. ( )gdcount P R                              (10) 

( )gdcount P
 is an integer value indicating the number of times the global optimal particle of the 

whole population recognizes its English clause features in the iterative process. R  is usually set to 

an integer value in the range of 15-30. When 
( )gdcount P R 

, it is considered that particle swarm 

optimization algorithm recognizes the optimal English clause features of particles. 

8) Decision output: if the program does not meet the iteration termination conditions, return to 

step 4 to continue the iteration; If the program meets the iteration termination conditions, the 

training sample number with the largest correlation coefficient with the test sample is obtained. 

According to this number, the target category of the corresponding training sample can be found 

and determined as the test sample type. 

So far, the recognition of English clause features based on particle swarm optimization has been 

completed. 
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4. Experiment 

The experiment uses Penn tree bank corpus, in which wsj15-18 (211727 words) is used as the 

training set and wsj20 (47377 words) and wsj21 (40039 words) are used as the test set. Due to the 

uneven distribution of the two types of data in the training set, the characteristics of vocabulary 

becoming non sentence beginning (non sentence end) contribute much more than those becoming 

sentence beginning (sentence end). Therefore, in the experiment, instead of taking all words as the 

research object, the words at the phrase boundary are selected as candidates. Test the effect of 

particle swarm optimization algorithm in English clause feature recognition. 

4.1 Experimental parameter setting 

The experimental verification environment is amdathlon (th) 64 × 23600 + CPU, 1G memory, 

operating environment is Windows XP operating system, and verification platform is MATLAB 7.0. 

In this experiment, the number of particles is obtained according to the following formula: 

(12 2* )popsize round D                            (11) 

Where, D  is the dimension of particles, that is, the number of features. The round function is 

used for rounding operations. The maximum number of iterations maxT
 is 100. The learning 

probability pc  is set to 0.5. The coefficient   of iBQPSO algorithm is updated according to the 

following formula: 

max

max

(0.95 0.55)* 0.55
T t

T



                           (12) 

Where, t  is the current number of iterations. The experiment was conducted for 10 cycles. The 

optimal feature subset is obtained by particle swarm optimization algorithm. 

4.2 Experimental results and analysis 

4.2.1 Determination of filtering threshold 

The setting of threshold P is very important because it determines the search space of particle 

swarm optimization algorithm. If the p value is set too large, the computational complexity of the 

algorithm will be increased, and the algorithm may not converge to the optimal solution. When the 

p value is set too small, the features that are helpful for recognition may be deleted, resulting in the 

reduction of the final recognition effect. We have conducted experiments on the three values of P 

taken as 50, 100, and 200 compared the algorithm in this paper with the methods in literature [6] 

and literature [7]. The experimental results are shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Comparison of recognition accuracy of different methods 

Threshold P 
Algorithm in this 

paper 

Literature [6] 

methods 

Literature [7] 

methods 

50 93.45 80.16 86.48 

100 93.45 83.45 87.36 

200 92.64 79.79 85.97 

It can be seen from table 1 that when the threshold P is 50, the recognition accuracy of the 

algorithm in this paper is consistent with that when p is 100, and the recognition accuracy is 93.45%. 
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The recognition accuracy of the methods in literature [6] and literature [7] is worse than that in the 

case of P 100. When p is 200, the recognition accuracy is reduced in all three methods. To sum up, 

we select the first 100 features as the primary feature subset. 

4.2.2 Comparison of algorithm optimization performance 

In order to verify the effectiveness of particle swarm optimization algorithm in this paper, the 

above two literature methods are used as comparison methods, and the accuracy of this algorithm is 

verified through this group of comparison experiments. See Figure 1 for details. 
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Figure 1: Accuracy comparison 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the accuracy rate of particle swarm optimization algorithm for 

English clause feature recognition is high, which remains at about 90%, while the accuracy rate of 

the two literature methods is less than 80%, and the accuracy rate of literature [7] algorithm is the 

highest, only reaching 75%, and the recognition effect is poor. 

4.2.3 Analysis of convergence performance of algorithm 

In order to verify the convergence performance advantages of particle swarm optimization 

algorithm, the convergence performance of the above two literature methods are compared. See 

Figure 2 for details. 
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Figure 2: Convergence of different methods 
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As can be seen from Figure 2, the particle swarm optimization algorithm converges to the 

highest recognition accuracy after about 40 iterations. The two literature methods need more than 

60 iterations to converge to their highest recognition accuracy. Compared with the two literature 

methods, particle swarm optimization algorithm has better convergence performance. It can be seen 

that the recognition effect of particle swarm optimization algorithm is better. This is mainly because 

particle swarm optimization algorithm introduces the crossover and mutation idea of genetic 

algorithm in order to overcome the problem that the population is easy to fall into local extreme 

points. To ensure that the recognition rate of English clause features is effectively improved, and 

then improve its effectiveness. 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter proposes a feature recognition method of English clauses based on particle swarm 

optimization algorithm. The identification of English clauses in this paper is mainly the delimitation 

of the boundary of clauses. In the recognition of the beginning of a clause, it is processed separately 

according to the different situations of the clause. The method of sliding window is used to get three 

kinds of features: word, part of speech tagging and phrase tagging. For the annotation of complete 

clauses, this paper mainly follows Xavier's idea. First, judge whether the predicted clause head 

position is multiple clauses, then find out the possible clause candidate set for the starting position 

of each possible clause, and finally get the most appropriate clause annotation from the scoring 

function. In order to overcome the problem that the population is easy to fall into local extreme 

points, the crossover and mutation ideas of genetic algorithm are introduced. The final experimental 

result is that the particle swarm optimization algorithm converges to the highest recognition 

accuracy after about 40 iterations. The two literature methods need more than 60 iterations to 

converge to their highest recognition accuracy. Compared with the two literature methods, particle 

swarm optimization algorithm has better convergence performance. It is proved that the particle 

swarm optimization algorithm is feasible for feature recognition and has better convergence 

performance. In the future work, we will try to effectively introduce more syntactic and semantic 

features of descriptive clause feature recognition to further improve the result of feature recognition. 
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